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/^HESHIRE is a county considered to have been enclosed early, 
\^ mainly by the sixteenth century and certainly before the 
period of Parliamentary enclosures. (1) Slater found that only 
0-5% of the county was enclosed by Acts of Parliament which 
had in them mention of "arable common field" and only two 
places were involved.<2) Even enclosure awards relating to common 
pasture and waste are remarkably few in number, and it is clear 
from field shapes and names of the type Common Lot, Allotment 
and Heath Part that such land in many townships must have been 
enclosed by private agreement.

The tithe awards of the nineteenth century, therefore, show the 
fait accompli, an apparently enclosed landscape and certainly a 
hedged one. But the first glance is misleading, and a careful 
examination of the tithe maps interpreted through the apportion 
ment lists reveals relics of open fields fossilised in the modern 
landscape.

Until recently, the fullest investigation of open fields in Cheshire 
was that by Gray. 131 He placed Cheshire within the Celtic system; 
the boundary between this and his Midland or Two- and Three- 
Field system passed approximately along the south Cheshire border. 
Where open arable fields existed in Celtic areas they were small, 
often surrounded by large areas of pasture and associated at most 
with a small hamlet; the amount of intermixture of tenants' strips 
was variable and these were not equally divided between two or 
three fields; and the regular rotation of crops characteristic of 
Midland regions, winter corn, spring corn, fallow, was absent.' 
Gray found little documentary evidence of common arable fields 
in Cheshire, and quoted the 1794 Report to the Board of Agri 
culture that not more than 1,000 acres remained in a county of 
676,000 acres, nine-tenths of which was improved land. He found 
evidence, however, of the continued existence of a Town Field at 
Chester in the mid-seventeenth century, possibly one at Bowden,

'" H. L. Gray, English Field Systems (Oxford, 1917); G. Slater, The English Peasantry and the 
Enclosure of Common Fields (London, 1907) ; G. Slater, "The Enclosure of Common Fields 
considered geographically", Geographical Journal, 1907. Estates described in Cheshire Inquisi 
tions Post Mortem 1603-1660, Record Society of Lanes, and Ches., Vols. LXXX1V (1934), 
LXXXVI (1935), XCI (1938), are nearly all in closes.

131 Op. cit., pp. 146, 252, 273. In 1805, St. Mary on the Hill (certain quillets of intermixed 
lands), 126 acres; in 1814, Wendon and Arksden, 3,200 acres.

'" English Field Systems, op. cit., pp. 249-258.
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36 OPEN FIELDS IN WEST CHESHIRE

and a small one at Handbridge, and in the sixteenth century a 
holding in Tilston parish with most of the butts assigned to the 
Town Field of Horton township. Gray likened conditions in the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries to those in the adjacent county 
of Denbigh, 141 and concluded that the Dee valley was at that time 
a unit in the character and extent of its open fields. He stated that 
open fields existed in the thirteenth century at Claverton, Chester, 
Newton-by-Chester, Coddington, Manley, Leese, Bromborough 
and Lawton. From thirteenth-century charters he inferred that 
Cheshire open fields were small; holdings seldom comprised so 
many as a dozen intermixed strips and township fields had so few 
strips that at times each of them could be dignified by a separate 
name; there was no grouping of strips by fields and nowhere was 
there mention of rights of pasture over a fallow field. He felt 
"justified in concluding that the Midland system had no hold 
upon the borderland of the river Dee". He noted, too, that the 
abbots of St. Werburgh's Abbey, Chester, were even in the thir 
teenth century busy exchanging and consolidating parcels of land. 
Vestiges of open common field in Tudor surveys, however, suggested 
to him that at an earlier date most hamlets probably had some 
common arable land and the thirteenth century testimony, particu 
larly that from the region of Chester, supported such a belief.

Writing in 1924 on Wirral field names, Rideout' 51 concluded: 
"The clear fact emerging from a study of Wirral field names is 
that some form of open field system was in use. . . . The shape, 
disposition and scattered ownership of some of the fields bearing 
the name [Town Field] are further evidence to support the theory". 
He quoted field names which indicate the former existence of open 
arable fields and published a diagram of a field in strips, the "Plan 
of Oulton, now Old Townfield, Little Stanney, 1736". Yet even 
as late as 1938 Dr. and Mrs. Orwin stated that "in Cumberland, 
Westmorland and Cheshire only a few scattered instances [of open 
fields] have been found, those in Cheshire being mostly in the 
neighbourhood of Chester"."" On their map showing the extent 
of open fields in England only four small areas were marked in 
Cheshire: (1) near Chester, (2) near Aldford and Farndon, (3) on 
the county boundary in the south-west, and (4) in the centre of the 
county (near Northwich?).

That Cheshire is one of the counties in which some type of open 
field has passed comparatively unnoticed is now becoming apparent. 
In a survey of rural settlement,' 71 mainly in east and central Cheshire 
and Wirral, Miss Dorothy Sylvester has recently found in nine 
teenth-century field names and occasionally in the shapes of fields 
indications of former open arable land. In none of these regions, 
however, do the nineteenth-century traces so far discovered appear

141 Some account of open fields across the Dee in the county of Denbigh appears in A. N. Palmer 
and E. Owen, A History of Ancient Tenures of Land in North Wales and the Marches, (1910).

111 E. H. Rideout, "Wirral Field Names", TRANSACTIONS, Vol. LXXV1 (1924).
"' C. S. and C. S. Orwin, The Open Fields (Oxford, 1938).
r71 Dorothy Sylvester, "Rural Settlement in Cheshire: some Problems of Origin and Classifi 

cation", TRANSACTIONS, Vol. 101 (1949), pp. 1-37.
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to be so clearly marked, abundant and widespread as in the Dee 
and Gowy lowland. Not only do these traces occur in a high 
proportion of the townships concerned; they also spread over a 
large area of the territory within many of the townships themselves. 
Furthermore, the traces are of several kinds, irresistible in com 
bination.

Whatever the reasons may be, settlement appears to have 
developed earlier in west Cheshire than in the parts of the county 
east of the Central Ridge, that north to south escarpment embracing 
the Delamere, Peckforton and Bickerton Hills. Burial mounds 
at Garden, Coddington, Tiverton and Kelsall and on the opposite 
bank of the Dee at Eccleston and Holt (8) may signify that lowland 
sites on sands were occupied even in the middle and late Bronze 
Ages. Domesday distributions' 9 ' show that the west had numerous 
manors, and that their assignments of hides, ploughlands and 
ploughs and their values both before and after the Conquest were 
higher than in manors east of the Ridge. Little woodland was 
recorded' 10) although the original cover on this clay lowland must 
have been thick, and an estimated population of twenty-one per 
square mile in the Dee and Gowy lowland contrasted with an 
average of ten per square mile' 11 ' over the whole of the county. 
The smaller size of western parishes in the nineteenth century and 
the characteristic small villages and hamlets of west Cheshire are 
further indications of early close settlement. At the tithe survey, 
generally carried out in 1838, but occurring in some townships 
between 1837 and 1844, ten townships in the Dee and Gowy low 
lands were fully nucleated, and approximately three in five of the 
townships contained a nucleated settlement either alone or accom 
panied by dispersed farms and cottages. These villages and 
hamlets almost invariably stood on the sandstone hillocks and small 
flat spreads of glacial sand which occur regularly among the boulder 
clays of the west. In addition, forty-eight per cent, of all the 
farmhouses in the Dee and Gowy area lay in nucleated settlements.

II

The relationship between farms and their lands reveals some of 
the most striking evidence of former open fields in west Cheshire. (12)

The forty-six townships in the Dee and Gowy lowlands which 
contained a village or hamlet at the time of the tithe survey showed 
considerable variety in their details of spatial organisation. The 
villages and hamlets themselves contained from three or four to

lsl Holt is in Denbighshire.
191 Dorothy Sylvester, "The Geography of Domesday Cheshire", unpublished paper and maps 

prepared for the British Association, 1939. Vera Taylor (now Chapman), "Settlement in the 
Neighbourhood of the Central Cheshire Ridge", unpublished thesis, University of Manchester, 
1943.

"" lan B. Terret, "The Domesday Woodland of Cheshire", TRANSACTIONS, Vol. 100 (1948), 
pp. 1-7.

ul) Dorothy Sylvester, "Rural Settlement in Cheshire", op. cit., p. 7.
1121 Small areas of late-enclosed common or heath are excluded from the scope of field patterns 

and holdings patterns in the following descriptions of townships.
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38 OPEN FIELDS IN WEST CHESHIRE

ten or eleven farmhouses, together with varying numbers of cottages 
with gardens and orchards. Ten townships, like Hapsford and 
Barton, were completely nucleated; the rest, like Clotton and 
Dunham on the Hill, were nucleated with partial dispersion. Farms 
built in the nucleus itself possessed either large holdings as in 
Coddington and Stretton, or small and medium-sized holdings as 
in Burton and Barton and very many other places, or a mixture 
of all sizes of holdings as in Saighton. The fields varied con 
siderably in size. The characteristic tendency, however, was for 
the village or hamlet to have small to medium-sized farms in the 
compact group, surrounded by small, elongated, strip-like fields 
or medium-sized squarish fields occupied by intermixed, fragmented 
holdings, especially near the settlement. About the nucleus, too, 
field names regularly suggested former open arable land, 1131 and in 
some townships one or two fields were still divided into open strips. 
In some of the bigger and only partly nucleated townships large 
isolated farms on the outskirts tended to be partially or wholly 
consolidated, and to have large fields.

Burton in Tarvin parish, a small hamlet of the toft and croft 
type and built on a patch of sand in a township of 345 acres, con 
tained five farms and five cottages in 1838. Several crofts might 
formerly have had houses. Round it elongated fields of varying 
breadth held in a strikingly scattered pattern were at once suggestive 
of compacted open-field strips. Holdings were not distributed 
evenly over all parts of the townships, but tended to gather towards 
different sides. A few field names, Town Field, Six Butts (twice) 
and perhaps Prices Flatts and Clay Lands, are representative of 
former open-field land. Others, Stick Field, Old Field, Sourley, 
repeated over several adjacent modern fields, may indicate some 
division of former open land into shotts, furlongs or the "fields" 
which the Chester Abbey Chartulary names in a number of 
Cheshire townships. Repetition of particular field names, especially 
of While Field, is common in this part of Cheshire. The only parts 
of the township not occupied by the strip-like pattern are the 
vestiges of meadow by the stream, the triangle of woodland and 
the old heath occupied by one smallholding. If so high a propor 
tion of the township were once open arable land, common pasture 
would seem to have been of limited extent, unless a more general 
arrangement obtained, as is suggested by the statement that an 
estate included "the eighth part of all the waste land, wood and 
plain in Burton, alias Bruen Burton, and common of pasture for 
all beasts in the forests of Mara, Mondrem, Tarvin, Kelsall and 
Clotton".' 14 '

Farndon, too, was still completely nucleated in 1840, with the

1131 Cheshire field names which may indicate former open strips are: Town Field, Town Meadow, 
Quillet, Butt, Land, Loom, Loon, Loond, Lounde, Launde, Lownde, Lownt, Loom, Lunt, Dole, 
Dale, and in some cases Acre, Acker, Accar, Accor, Head, Headland, Furlong, Flatt, Shoot and 
Slang. Their validity may be tested by parallel and alternative usages, by their application to 
strips still open and to quilleted fields at the tithe survey, and by their use in describing open 
strips in earlier documents.

1111 Cheshire Inquisitions Post Mortem 1603-1660, op. cit.. Vol. XCI, p. 162.
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BURTON TITHE MAP

FIG 1 : SHADING ON THE TOWNSHIP MAPS OF BURTON,
ELTON AND DUNHAM ON THE HILL

INDICATES HOLDINGS.
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single exception of two cottages. One of the few large villages in 
the area, it clustered about a church-crowned sandstone hillock 
commanding the Dee Bridge, and contained nine farms and seventy- 
five other dwellings. Its elongated fields, suggestive of consolida 
tion from strips, were so widespread that it is difficult to pick out 
any part of its 1,071 acres likely to have been derived from either 
early or late direct enclosure of the waste. Holdings consisted of 
several blocks of a few fields each, scattered all over the township, 
together with a lesser number of scattered single fields. The 
tithe award did not supply field names, but there is a Townfield 
Lane, an access road leading into the fields. A Townfield is men 
tioned in several documents: in 1617 Thomas Yardley of Farndon, 
gentleman, sold John Leche of Garden, gentleman, two and a half 
lounds of land in Farndon Townfield; in 1657 John Leche of Garden 
leased a messuage in Farndon and certain parcels of land in Farndon 
Townfield; in 1687-8 there was an exchange of lands in Farndon 
Townfield. In a rental of 1613 were enumerated fifty butts and 
one picke "in Farndon Yeldermor, beginning to count at the 
hedge next Fame Lane"; the modern Yield More is a field on the 
eastern edge of the township. With these items were associated 
nineteen "bease gresses" and "a bease gress every third year", 
which probably refer to meadow strips, for another rental, which 
according to some of the persons named therein may be a hundred 
or more years older, lists "Herbages in Farndon Hea according to 
the old rental" in small entries to a total of 150 bease gresses, and 
Farndon Hay today is one of many flat meadows next the river 
Dee and drained by ditches. In another document, 1491, there 
was an exchange of herbage for twelve beasts in Farndon Hey and 
herbage for nine beasts in Churton More. (l&}

Clotton, which together with Hoofield covers 1,552 acres, illus 
trates townships with a nucleated settlement and some dispersion. 
A small black-and-white hamlet on a sandy site central to the town 
ship it contained seven farms and eight cottages approximating to 
a toft and croft lay-out. Angular lanes gave access to different 
parts of the fields, which were markedly strip-like over most of 
the township, grading from place to place into wider strips and 
squares. Only occasionally did larger fields appear, and these had 
a squarish pattern similar to that of the smaller fields. To the 
south of the hamlet was a group of open-field names, variants of 
Town Field (seven times), Headland (Cinder Head six times), Twelve 
Hollands (twice), Flat (four times in different parts), Big Land, 
Blake Land, Butts and, in the Town Field cluster, New Field (four 
times) which may refer to their enclosure from the open Town 
Field. An area of about one square mile, or two-thirds of Clotton 
township, appears at once to have been derived from former open 
strips. In addition, some of the fields in the northern third were

(ll> All the references to Farndon are extracts from the Garden Hall Collection, kindly com 
municated with others about Garden and Tilston by J. C. Wolley Dod, chairman West Cheshire 
Committee, National Register of Archives.
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CLOTTON TITHE MAP

FIG. 2.
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squarish in shape. Each farm's holding consisted mainly of single 
fields scattered almost all over the township; blocking together of 
adjacent fields was negligible except in the south-west and in larger 
fields in the north-east. There were two isolated farms with almost 
consolidated holdings, a number of cottages along the main road 
which may have been built on roadside intakes, and scattered 
cottages in the north on Clotton Common, which was enclosed 
by an Award of 1816.

Similarly around Kelsall, a sandy-sited hamlet of eight farms 
with seventeen cottages, a well-marked strip-like area, more criss 
cross than at Clotton, with intermixed holdings extended over 
about three-quarters of a square mile. In it were numerous open 
arable names: Town Field (nine times), Priest Loonts (three times), 
Gorse Loonts (three times), Flats (three times), Acres (twice), Butts, 
Slang, and one open strip called Quillet. From this, however, the 
fields graded into medium-sized squarish fields, and finally to 
larger ones with seven isolated consolidated farms. Some of the 
latter were on Kelsall Common, enclosed in 1795, and a consider 
able heath hamlet has since arisen on rising ground to the east, 
the lower slopes of the Central Ridge.

Tattenhall, a large village in a township of 2,925 acres and one 
of the three villages which had a market or fair or both, had Town 
Field to describe ten fields to the north-west of the village, some 
square, some long and narrow and shaped in the S-curve of old 
ploughing. As in Kelsall, strip-like fields graded into squarish, 
then into large patterns away from the village on the northern and 
eastern sides. Seven fields in a group were called The Birches. 
Well to the south of the village was the large Big Town Field, and 
near it strip-shaped fields together with two fields still divided into 
open strips all differently owned and held; names were Quillet in 
Will Moor Town Field (three times), Town Field Flatt (twice), Flatt 
in Town Field (twice), Quillet in Town Field (twice), Butt in Town 
Field, Boultons Butt, Willmoor Field and The Town Field Croft. 
The Hall had a large consolidated holding divided into very large 
fields one of which was named Town Field; air photographs suggest 
that just here there had been complete reorganisation of field 
boundaries prior to the tithe survey.

In Elton in 1838, a township of 1,143 acres, there were well- 
defined areas of marsh fields near the Mersey estuary, and late- 
partitioned heath with a few cottages at the other end of the town 
ship. Elton is one of the five townships in the old Thornton-le- 
Moors parish, and, as their boundaries sub-divide a central heath, 
it may be asked whether this was an area of intercommoning 
within the parish. About the sandstone mound hamlet, with its 
nine farms and fifteen cottages, what must once have been open 
arable land lay in intermixed holdings in long fields among which 
the names Long Looms (twice) and Sour Looms occurred, and also 
in other fields south of the hamlet where Town Field occurred five 
times and where there was an odd strip-like field named The Lunt.
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Most farms had shares of heath, arable and marsh, and this three 
fold arrangement of land, akin to the "valley villages" (16) of southern 
England, is typical of hamlets and villages by the lower Gowy and 
Ince marshes. The unusually long and oddly-shaped fields north 
of the hamlet would best be explained as the remnants of a large 
open field after most of the strips had been compacted and hedged. 
South-east of the hamlet, the larger square fields were held in three 
consolidated areas and their derivation is not obvious. The 
thirteenth century Chester Abbey Chartulary has twenty-six entries 
relating to open strips in Elton. A typical one reads:

"William, son of Simon, granted to the almonry 3 selions in Broomfield, 7 
butts in Moorfield, 1 selion in Bottom, 1 selion between the land that was 
Thomas's and Margery's land, H selions called Flahelond', a half selion and 
6 butts extending towards the heath, 1 i selions in Crowgrave and 2 extending 
towards the marsh, a half selion extending towards Spertes Deynes, 2 half 
selions near Stanewaye, 1 selion called Longthorn, and 2 butts in Whitfield, 
paying to him Id. yearly." 11 "

In the tithe award White Field (twice) and Moor HilI(1S] may 
perpetuate two of the early "fields"; in Elton nine "fields" con 
taining strips are named in the charters.

Great Barrow, which with Little Barrow covered 3,033 acres, 
also had arable and heath in succession. Hollowmoor Heath 
appears to have been late enclosed, but in this unusually large 
township there were larger fields on clay soils farther again from 
the village. Strip-like fields with complex intermixture of holdings 
lay parallel in an east-west direction over Barrow Hill, a sandstone 
hillock rising above the village and extending for about a mile to 
the north. These fields were cut up into sections by north-south 
access lanes. Combinations of Loont and Loonts occurred nine 
times and Town Field Croft once. Other significant names were 
Inclosure (twice), Higher Inclosure, Lower Inclosure, Further Inch- 
sure (twice), Near Inclosure (twice), Intake, Little Intake, Lane 
Close and Barrow Hill Loont and Loonts (now in one); since these 
names refer to different parts of the Hih1 they must have been used 
to describe fields newly enclosed from the open arable state. Six 
adjacent fields were called The Slade. On the Gowy flats were 
enclosed meadows, two of them named Little Dowl. By a tributary 
of the Gowy on flats below the village were meadows partly in long 
enclosures, partly in open strips; they were referred to by variants 
of the names Church Meadow (six times) and Town Meadow (six 
times) two of the enclosures and four of the strips were called 
Quillet in either Church or Town Meadow, and one strip was Quillet 
in Town Moor.

Adjoining Great Barrow on the other side of the Gowy were 
the meadows of Guilden Sutton. Four were in open strips differ-

"" A term used by H. Peake, The English Village (1922).
"" Chartulary of Chester Abbey, Chetham Society, Vol. 82, New Series, pp. 262-3. A selion 

is an open-field strip.
I18> Three half selions in Moorhillfield are mentioned Ibid., pp. 261-2.
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ently owned and held, although one landlord owned a considerable 
number of strips scattered amongst those of his fellows. There 
were seven strips in Holm Meadow, fourteen in Oxen Meadow, five 
in Wicker Meadow and only two in Brines Meadow. Between were 
rectangular meadows. Farther up the Dee from Farndon, Church 
Shocklach had Broad Meadow in one enclosure and three wide 
strips; two meadows were each divided into two and the four 
pieces called In the Eyees (three times) and Half of the Eyees. In 
Shocklach Oviatt, Westford Moor was in four parts; on a tributary 
of the Dee near to the confluence were In the Winds (three strips), 
a long narrow enclosure called In the Winds, and a wider piece 
Great Winds; farther up was a large meadow divided into fourteen 
strips of varying width each named In Gwern-y-ddavid. Down 
stream at Aldford, the Radley Meadow in a large meander loop of 
the Dee was divided into five enclosures; in two of these, according 
to the tithe apportionment lists, eleven and twenty-one persons 
had rights. Whether these were ancient rights is not certain, but 
in 1950 the manager of the Home Farm recalled that, when he 
first came to Aldford about twenty-five years before, the Radley 
Meadow was still divided into strips, but was rush-grown and the 
villagers did not use their rights. He removed the boundary stones 
and reclaimed the meadowland. In addition, six square enclosed 
meadows on a tributary of the Dee were named Town Meadow; 
above was a field called The Cockle Butts. In an Inquisition Post 
Mortem of 1638-39' 1>J) were the following references:
"... 8 acres of land called Twenty Three Loonds of ground in a field called 
the Grangefield. ... A messuage and a close called the Cockley Butts with 
a small part adjoining, 20 Loonds in the common field of Aldford and i acre 
in the Town Meadow of Aldford. ... 21 Loonds arable land lying in the 
Common Field of Aldford and i acre of meadow in the Town Meadow of 
Aldford . . ."; also "1| acres of meadowing in the Town Meadow . . . and 
10 arable lands in the Townfield of Aldford." 120 '

Meadows formerly in open strips are usually now rectangular 
fields with boundaries at right angles to the stream. The similar 
disposition of most other meadows today makes it likely that 
townships by the Dee and Gowy and by many smaller streams 
once had open meadows. The tiny Smell Moor at Aldersey con 
tained ten Slangs, and at Horton Maidens Moor had three Butts 
and Dods Moor a Butt and a Quillet.

On the 1,404 acre township of Dunham on the Hill the fields 
round the hamlet tended to be square, but some like the Looms in 
Elton had angular or zig-zag boundaries as if derived from former 
strips. Long narrow fields occurred amongst them: Long Butt, 
about fourteen times longer than its breadth, Three Butts, Ashway 
Butts and Long Land. Six neighbouring fields had the name White 
Field. Wider fields were named Broad Looms, Long Butts, and 
Micco Furlong. Two fields called Intake and three called Close

"» Op. oil., Vol. LXXX1V, p. 49.
11111 Ibid., p. 56. Part of the township is still named Townfield Lands on the Ordnance Survey 

maps.
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seem to have been made from former open arable land. What 
may have marked a limit of former open arable ground was an 
almost continuous line of hedges curving on the south-west and 
straighter in the south, beyond which was a straight heath road 
on the border of the township ; Hedge Field and Hodge Field (three 
times) occurring just within the curve may be significant names. 
This line was continued west of the hamlet beyond the modern by 
pass road. The strips in Little Town Field and Great Town Field 
were differently owned and held. The present-day shape and size 
of Great Town Field give no hint of its former strips. Ridge and 
furrow marks in Little Town Field follow the same direction as 
these strips.* 211 Elsewhere in the township were geometrical moss 
fields, two small pieces of Common enclosed by an act of 1801, 
and larger fields with three isolated farms. There were exchanges 
of lands in Dunham Hill in 1585 and 1593 <22 > which may have 
contributed to the process of consolidation and enclosure.

A deed of 1320 referred to "one messuage . . . and two half 
sellions of land lying in le thloyn between the land of William 
Caderoc on the one part and the land of Eynon, son of David on 
the other part, in Horton . . . common of pasture in the ville of 
Horton'V 231 and Gray(24) noted the existence of a Town Field at 
Horton in Tilson parish in the sixteenth century. The tithe map 
showed Horton, a small hamlet in a township of 807 acres, to have 
three well-separated fields with open strips: Dods Croft with two 
Butts and a Quillet, Near Town Field with three Quillets and Further 
Town Field divided into ten Quillets. The two rectangular meadows 
Maidens Moor and Dods Moor mentioned above were also sub 
divided. Seven fields near the hamlet were named Close. Two 
other fields of suggestive shape were named Town Field and Horton 
Town Field, two long fields were called Two Butts, and a long field, 
as if derived from two compacted strips of different length, had 
the name Slang. Most of the township had an intricate m.xture 
of elongated and squarish fields lying in many directions, and1 only 
three areas, on the edges in the north and in the south-east beyond 
the road where fields were named Horton Wood, appeared from 
field shapes to have been outside the strip system. This township 
is particularly interesting in that it appears to have been caught by 
the tithe survey in the midst of a process of enclosure, consolida 
tion and dispersion. The hamlet is of the ring-fence pattern: four 
lanes meet at the corners of a rectangle occupied by a field, and 
this nucleus is on a sandstone slope above a stream. But apart 
from some half-dozen cottages there were only one farm and a 
smallholding in the hamlet itself. Three of the four other farms 
were built near the edge of the township, three on what may have 
been the edge of the open arable. Moreover, although all the

1211 On the 1911 edition of the six-inch Ordnance Survey Map boundary stones are marked 
in the positions of two of the strips.

'"' Chester Ancient Deeds, series F, F88 and F95, Public Record Office. 
'°- 3 > From the Potts Collection, Chester County Record Office. 
1211 Op. dr., p. 252.
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farmholdings were still scattered, they tended to gravitate to that 
part of the township in which their farmhouse was situated, and 
were thus well on the way to consolidation. The farm in the 
hamlet, for instance, had all its holding on the west side of the 
township, and included two strips in Near Town Field and six (from 
the same owner) in Further Town Field. Field shapes here, as in 
general in the Dee and Gowy lowlands, lagged behind the process 
of consolidation. In the progress towards a modern type of land 
organisation and spatial pattern, consolidation of holdings has 
usually taken place first; alteration of field shapes by removal of 
hedges has been in general a later development.

In addition to the twenty townships in which a strikingly strip- 
like field pattern could be found in at least some part of the terri 
tory, there was a larger group of nucleated townships in which 
squarish fields of medium size predominated. Such fields appear 
to be a further stage in the compacting of strips. The holdings 
too in these square-field townships were less complicated and 
usually consisted of several groups of fields scattered about the 
township in blocks; they might be termed "blocked holdings". 
Picton, Croughton, Ashton, Waverton and Guilden Sutton were 
examples. Sometimes, however, the holdings were more con 
solidated as at Chowley and Shocklach, organisation once again 
marching ahead of field boundaries. In this group, field names 
and references confirm the former existence of open arable land. 
At Waverton, for example, there were eight Town Field names and 
one field, Quarry Field, was marked in strips each called Quillet. 
In 1287 the rector of Waverton complained that Adam Prachet 
was "raising a hedge so as to prevent plaintiff making his furrow 
straight to the heads of his selions and cultivating part of his 
land". (25) Ormerod(26) quoted "two burgages and five selions of 
land" in Tarporley in 1312. Old Townfield in Little Stanney was 
still divided in strips in 1736. Three square fields by the hamlet 
of Aldersey were named Town Field, and, from the evidence of air 
photographs and the complex tithe award, Aldersey Park was 
evidently carved out from similar square fields. Two of these 
were named Middle Full Loons. In some of these square-field 
townships, Stoak, Guilden Sutton, Tarvin, Duddon and Barton, 
there was still a small number of strip-shaped fields.

Three large-field townships containing a hamlet, Mouldsworth, 
Bridge Trafford and Saighton, had a few strip-shaped fields. A 
few nucleated settlements, however, Coddington, Stretton and Lea, 
had large fields and consolidated holdings with either little or no 
nineteenth century evidence of former open fields. Yet in Cod 
dington were the names Homefield Loons, Broad Meadow Butts 
and Little Meadow Butts and two groups of names, Priest Field 
(five times) and Broad Field (seven times), and Gray1271 stated that

"" Chester County Court Rolls, Chetham Society, Vol. 84, New Series, p. 70. 
l!" Ormerod, History of Cheshire, Vol. II, p. 225. 
1171 Op. cit., p. 256.
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in the thirteenth century a messuage there was accompanied by 
five half-lands and a half-acre of meadow. The only hint of any 
former strip system at Handley was one large "quilleted" field, 
Oat Field: this was farmed by one tenant as one unit, but a central 
strip, Butt in Oat Field, was rented from a different owner. In 
addition to other open-field evidence at Caldecott, there intruded 
into a large field a long narrow hedged piece named Three Butts 
tenanted by a different farmer; this strip could be walked round on 
three sides. In a number of townships odd survivals like these 
underline or extend other evidence.

The twenty-nine dispersed townships in west Cheshire consisted 
essentially of large, isolated farms with consolidated holdings and 
large fields on clay soils. Cottages were scattered in small crofts, 
on roadside enclosures or in loose hamlets on late-enclosed com 
mons and heaths. Whether such townships once had more com 
plex organisation and open fields is a problem the more intriguing 
for the scantier nature of the evidence. No evidence has so far 
been found in a number of townships such as Golborne Bellow, 
Golborne David, Grafton and Hockenhull. Elsewhere a few 
large fields were described by variants of Town Field, as two at 
Hatton and four at Huxley, in both cases adjacent, and even as 
one alone at Oscroft and at Foulk Stapleford. Bruen Stapleford 
had two Dale Field Loons, two Townfield Crofts and one Marl 
Field Loon. Buerton had one field called Binfoot Looms. It is 
probable that an entry of 1278 in the Chester Abbey Chartulary 
implied the existence of open fields; it stated ". . . that the true 
boundaries between Whitby and (Great) Stanney in the heath 
extend from the old boundaries between the arable fields of the 
said manors . . .". (28 > There was no tithe award for Great 
Stanney. More definite is a reference in the same Chartulary to 
Iddinshall, now a single-farm township with large fields only, 
again without a tithe award.

"Robertus filius Ricardi de Idinchale dedit Johanni fratri suo totam terram 
suam cum pertinenciis quam Ricardus filius Roberti le Bor de se tenuit ad 
firmam in Idinchale, et quandam placeam que vocatur Morichbuttes cum yi 
landis in campis de Idinchale, scilicet cum magna landa in le Holefeld, et alia 
in le Tounstede uersus le Saweheued, et alia extensa uersus le Gatebrugg', et 
alia iuxta le Hallecroftislond, et extrema landa in crofto, cum capitali butta et 
cum le Cokschutehauedlond in le Tounstede et cum le Bradesunderlond in 
Colemon leye, et totam terciam partem suam vaste terre infra sepes de Idin 
chale, et medietatem partis sue tocius vaste terre extra sepes de Idinchale, cum 
pertinenciis et acquietacione pannagii et housbold et hayb', . . ." I29)

'"» Op. cit., p. 206.
'"' Ibid., p. 434. "Robert son of Richard of Iddinshall gave to John, his brother all his land 

with appurtenances that Richard son of Robert le Bor held of him in Iddinshall at farm; also a 
plot called Morichbuttes, with six lands in Iddinshall fields, to wit (a/the) big land in le Holefeld, 
another in le Tounstede towards le Saweheued, another stretching towards le Gatebrugg', another 
next le Hallecroftislond, and the furthest land in (his) croft, together with the butt at its head, 
and with le Cokschutehauedlond in le Tounstede, and with le Bradesunderlond in Colemon leye; 
the whole of his third of the waste land within the sepes (?hedges) of Iddinshall, and his half of 
all the waste land outside the sepes (?hedges) of Iddinshall, with appurtenances and quittance 
from pannage, housebofd and haybote, . . ." Translation kindly prepared by Mr. Eric Stone r 
Department of History, The University, Manchester.
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Not all the dispersed townships had consolidated holdings or even 
large fields. Many of the fields of Crewe by Farndon were elon 
gated and parallel and similar to those of Farndon itself. There 
were only two farms in its 291 acres, but one held its land from 
two owners, and these two, or formerly three, holdings lay in 
scattered blocks. At Wimbolds Trafford there was one large farm 
almost consolidated and five other isolated farms whose holdings 
were intermixed, particularly about a small area of long fields 
called Town Field (three times) and Mouse Flatt (four times) and 
in a meadow divided into eight strips. At Milton, an ancient 
part of Handley township, odd fields of another farm intervened 
to break up an otherwise large consolidated holding; two of these 
odd fields were long narrow strips of which one called Three Butts 
is now a plantation. Elsewhere in Milton were the names Fetter- 
fulloons (three variants), Short Butts, Four Looms (twice) and Town 
Field. Thus, although the evidence is slighter, it does seem almost 
certain that the dispersed townships and the few nucleated townships 
with consolidated farms and large fields once had some form of 
open arable land.

Whether these dispersed townships once contained a nucleated 
settlement is difficult to say, especially in particular cases. An 
apparently recent amalgamation of farms and engrossment of 
holdings can be glimpsed in a number of tithe awards, and between 
the tithe survey and the present day, although in all the west Cheshire 
townships the general patterns have changed but little, some hamlets 
and villages have loosened out and produced new isolated farm 
steads. At Crewe and Wimbolds Trafford the meeting of three 
lanes near the centre of each township may represent a former 
hamlet site; in both cases the hall and park have taken in a sub 
stantial piece of territory up to the lane junction. Again, a small 
group of hamlets and villages like Coddington and Lea had a few 
large farms only, and no cottages. In 1838 Chowley, a hamlet 
with square fields had three compact farmsteads on a sandstone 
hillock near Lower Town Field and Higher Town Field and three 
isolated farms; by the early twentieth century it had only two 
farms in the nucleus, and by 1950 only one. A similar dispersal 
of a hamlet, but still accompanied by complex field shapes and 
holdings, was suggested at Horton. Cheaveley, a part of Hunting- 
ton township, had seven recorded persons in Domesday Book, 
presumably representing seven families, but it is now a single 
large farm. Comparison between the hearth tax assessments 
1673(30) amj the tjtne awar(js shows a reduction in the numbers of 
dwellings in many townships; for instance an estate of 1302 quoted 
by Ormerod and the hearth tax assessments both recorded eight 
dwellings in Hockenhull, but the tithe award of 1839 showed only 
three scattered farms. Tattenhall is mentioned in the mize lists in 
Ormerod's History as Tatenhall cum Sydenhall, and an Inquisition 
Post Mortem of 1613-14 refers to Siddenhall in Tattenhall; yet the

'*» Exchequer K, R. Subsidy Rolls, Lay Series, Vol. I, E 179 86/155, Public Record Office.
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only trace in the tithe award is a field named Siddonshay. Dis 
persed townships can, therefore, be the residue of "lost" hamlets.

Ill

Of the sixty-four modern townships in the Dee and Gowy low 
lands which had tithe awards, eleven still had arable strips, six 1311 
had meadow strips, and six had "quilleted" fields. As some of 
these places had more than one type, this represents a total of 
nineteen townships. Each field marked in strips on the tithe maps 
was tested for intermixture of both ownership and tenancy. They 
were open-field remnants in severalty and certainly not common 
fields, and although often partly tenanted by farmers, many strips 
were still cottage holdings. Twenty townships still had a patch 
work quilt of intermixed, fragmented holdings and small elongated 
fields. In many cases these extended over most of the township; 
in others over a smaller proportion of the township generally near 
the village or hamlet. Beyond they gave way to square fields. 
In twenty-three other townships square fields predominated, but 
in six of these there were a few strip-like fields. Blocked holdings 
were typical of this group, but some square-field townships still 
had a few scattered holdings. Even amongst the twenty-one 
large-field townships, ten offered some clue to the former existence 
of open fields.

Thirty-three townships had the name Town Field,*-  twenty had 
open-field names which did not include the term Town Field, and 
ten had no open-field names at all. (33)

Direct documentary evidence of open-fields exists in at least 
seventeen townships, and it must be emphasised that no detailed 
search has yet been undertaken in the numerous documents hidden 
in uncalendared collections. Only in rare instances, however, 
can the actual "fields" of early documents be correlated with 
nineteenth-century field names.

All these overlapping strands of evidence show that fifty-four of 
the sixty-four townships with tithe awards had open fields. Of the 
ten which so far have not yielded any direct evidence, five are small 
townships of less than 350 acres.

In a number of townships strip-like field shapes alone suggest 
that open fields once covered three-quarters or more of the total 
area of the township. In others with a less extensive cover of 
strip-like fields, medium-sized square fields may well represent the 
further extent of former open-field cultivation. Townships where 
square fields are the rule today have had extensive open fields. 
Indeed, since the large fields of today were in some cases still in 
open strips at the tithe survey and the former existence of strips

1311 Not including the Radley Meadow at Aldford, or the earlier "bease gresses" at Farndon.
I32t The term Town Field is discussed in an appendix.
1381 There is slight discrepancy in totals for different purposes as a few tithe awards are incom 

plete surveys in certain respects; for rural settlement purposes some townships have to be amal 
gamated or subdivided.

E
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would not now be suspected from the present field shape, since 
large fields may be "quilleted", since large fields are often named 
Town Field, and since townships which today contain only large 
fields are shown by old documents once to have been in open 
field, then there seems no reason to exclude from the possibility 
of open-strip cultivation at some period in the past any field- 
patterns in the Dee and Gowy lowlands, except those of the late- 
enclosed commons. That open fields existed in this part of Cheshire 
on a scale hitherto unsuspected is paralleled by evidence now coming 
forward from other regions previously classed as Celtic in field 
system. 134 '

Nothing direct can be said about the method of working the 
open arable land in west Cheshire except that the earliest glimpses 
of the fields in the thirteenth century represent open fields in 
severally and not common fields. It may be inferred that, since 
only a very small fraction of the townships appears as late-enclosed 
heath and common, never, so far as can be discerned, under strips, 
either there was some form of pasturing on the arable land or there 
were other pasturage arrangements. Documentary evidence sug 
gests both intercommoning and pasturage outside the townships. 
One significant reference in the Chester County Court Rolls of 
1284 refers in connection with Pulford, Buerton and Aldford to 
"a right to common in the said lands in the open time after Hugh 
and his men have removed their crops". 1351 Tarvin, Tiverton and 
Milton each had two or three adjacent fields named Outfield at the 
tithe survey.

IV

Presumably the amount of open-field land in west Cheshire 
expanded considerably between the Norman Conquest and the 
thirteenth century. Domesday records of ploughs and people 
scarcely seem adequate for the cultivation of so much arable land 
as once existed, whatever the system of use, and Gray has pointed 
out that the monks of St. Werburgh's were already in the thirteenth 
century exchanging land with a view to consolidation. At later 
dates similar exchanges of strips or parcels were taking place in 
Farndon Hay in 1491, at Carden in 1506 and 1619, at Dunham on 
the Hill in 1585 and 1593 and in Farndon Townfield in 1687-88 (36) 
Other lands must have been consolidated through buying and 
selling; in 1616 Thomas Yardley of Farndon sold John Leche of 
Carden two and a half lounds of land in Farndon Townfield; in 
Carden in 1728 enclosures were taken from the Townfield and a

(S4) A. H. Shorter, "Landscore, Stitch and Quillet Fields in Devon", Devon and Cornwall Notes 
and Queries, 1949; H. P. R. Finberg, "The Open Field in Devonshire", Antiquity, 1949 ; W. G. 
Hoskins and H. P. R. Finberg, Devonshire Studies; N. J. G. Pounds, "Lanhydrock Atlas", 
Antiquity, 1945, (about Cornwall); Dorothy Sylvester, "Rural Settlement in Anglesey", Trans. 
Anglesey Antiquarian Society and Field Club, 1949; A. N. Palmer and E. Owen, op. cit. (about 
Denbighshire).

""' Chester County Court Rolls, op. cit., p. 54.
(S8) Instances cited in section III.
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loond in the Little Townfield; and the Townfield at Lowcross in 
Tilston was sold in 1744. 1371 The tithe awards themselves show 
occasional glimpses of amalgamation of farms as at Aldersey, and 
since that date open strips have gone out of use, and the strip-like 
fields are in some cases slowly disappearing, as on Barrow Hill.

Yet the tithe survey and the modern countryside show that, 
in this celebrated dairy-farming region, enclosure in the fullest 
sense of the term, not simply the technical hedging and ditching 
into separate fields but also the engrossment and consolidation of 
holdings and the dispersal of farmhouses, was still under way in 
the middle of the nineteenth century and even today is far from 
complete. Enclosure began early, but has been in most townships 
a long, slow and piecemeal process. With the exception of the 
late-enclosed commons, which have their own patterns, the patterns 
of houses, fields and holdings to be found in most townships 
depend on the stage of re-organisation which the township has 
reached; on the completeness of enclosure from the open arable 
and meadow. In the mid-nineteenth century there was a continuous 
gradation of patterns from the most complex to the simplest spatial 
organisation. With townships of small to moderate area, it was 
no doubt an easy matter to enclose by personal agreement with 
neighbours; there was less need for complete enclosure by re 
organisation of land and dispersal of farms, since farms in the 
village or hamlet were never far from even their most outlying 
fields.

Where a sandstone or glacial sand site is to be found in a town 
ship, there a nucleated settlement has remained, although there 
may be partial dispersion in the form of heath cottages and isolated 
farms. The ancient centre preserves round it the modified remnants 
of bygone open fields, and probably on the lighter soils the arable 
tradition was never completely broken until recent times. The 
story behind the dispersed townships, however, is more obscure. 
With their large consolidated farms and large fields, they lost earlier 
and more completely their open fields. A few may never have 
possessed them. Perhaps former open fields were enclosed in a 
sweeping reorganisation, in which arable land was abandoned in 
favour of the dairy pastures better suited to heavy clays. Whole 
furlongs may have formed the bases of modern fields, or a com 
pletely new system may have been marked out. So far there is no 
clue to the time or method of such a change, nor can it yet be 
stated whether or not these townships once supported nucleated 
settlements.

1871 Instances from the Garden Hall Collection communicated by J. C. Wolley Dod.
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APPENDIX I

THE TERM "TOWN FIELD"

IT is clear that the term Town Field has been used to signify arable land cultivated 
in open strips, but any more precise significance is not yet fully apparent. In 
the nineteenth century it was applied to both elongated, squarish and large 
fields. It was often associated with the intermixed tenancies and strip-like 
fields near the settlement, either with or without other open type field names; 
but it sometimes occurred only away from the immediate vicinity of the village 
or hamlet, or in a dispersed large-field township. Miss Sylvester found Town 
Field to be the common term in east and central Cheshire. But, although the 
term was widely used in the Dee and Gowy lowlands, it was by no means an 
indispensible element there at the tithe survey, for eighteen townships which 
lacked the name Town Field nevertheless had open-field evidence of several 
other kinds. These townships may have lost the name or they may never 
have had it. The earlier documents do not use this term, but later ones, of 
the seventeenth century for instance, do so. The survival of open strips named 
by a variant of Town Field in well separated fields in Dunham on the Hill and 
Horton, its association with strip-like fields near the settlements and the repeti 
tion of the name in close groups of enclosed fields elsewhere, all suggest that 
the name Town Field was used to distinguish the last parts of a township to 
remain in strips as opposed to those already in closes. Thus it may be a term 
that arose during the process of enclosure when both strips and closes co 
existed. Occasionally, however, the placing of names suggests Town Field 
simply as the name of one "field", furlong or shott within the township.

APPENDIX II

RIDGE AND FURROW AND AIR PHOTOGRAPHS

THE ridge and furrow of old ploughland, visible to varying extents on the 
ground, but thrown up into clear relief on air photographs has been equated 
by M. W. Beresford with former open-field strips. 11 ' He suggested that this 
ridge and furrow would be "a valuable clue to the extent of open field cultiva 
tion in Celtic regions and their fringes, about which little is yet known".' 21 
E. Kerridge, 131 however, has since argued at length that ridge and furrow was 
ploughed for many purposes and at many periods; that it might be the product 
not of generations of ploughing, but of a single season; that not all open fields 
were banked into ridge and furrow; hence that the simple equation between 
strip and ridge is not tenable.

In 1949-50, between the publication of these two papers, ridge and furrow 
was examined on air photographs of the Dee and Gowy lowlands. At the 
outset, open-field type ridge and furrow was not simple to identify since there 
was continuous gradation of the width of ridges, of their straightness or curva 
ture, and of their evenness or irregularity between broad, well-banked ridge 
and furrow on the one hand and land which was not banked up at all on the 
other. Thus the problem was where to make the distinction between appar 
ently old and obviously modern ploughing. Open strips have no standard 
measurements upon which identification may be based. Land under ridge 
and furrow of what might reasonably be termed open-field proportions was

111 Maurice W. Beresford, "Ridge and Furrow and the Open Fields", Economic History Re 
view, 1948. 

111 Op. cil. 
' ' Eric Kerridge, "Ridge and Furrow and Agrarian History", Economic History Review, 1951.
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plotted field by field from air photographs on to two-and-a-half inch Ordnance 
Survey maps, and then reduced to shading on a half-inch scale outline showing 
township boundaries. This revealed widespread occurrence, but differential 
distribution. It was usually absent from fields close to villages and hamlets, 
from elongated field areas with intermixed holdings and open-field type names, 
and from a large area near Delamere Forest today part of the Delamere arable 
region 14 ' where the boulder clays contain a considerable admixture of sand. 
It was also absent from all but one of the fields marked in strips on the tithe 
maps. In this, the Little Town Field at Dunham on the Hill, the strips, lying 
in two directions, were mirrored in the ridge and furrow, but this is the only 
opportunity for testing the theory in this area, and by itself cannot prove any 
thing. Horton was one of the few townships not covered by air photographs, 
but an examination on the ground in March 1951 showed that Further Town 
Field was ploughed flat, that in Near Town Field there was no exact corres 
pondence between map strips and field ridges, that in one of the fields called 
Two Butts there were four ridges, and that there was broad ridge and furrow 
in fields on the township edge which appear from tithe award evidence to have 
been outside the ancient open-field area. In the Dee and Gowy lowlands as a 
whole, ridge and furrow was well-marked on clay areas and absent on sandy 
soils just where the strongest survivals of open fields were to be found.

' ' The Land of Britain: the Report of the Land Utilisation of Britain, edited by L. D. Stamp, 
Cheshire.


